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Best Practices to Minimize Risks for Online Gaming 

 Online gaming is a market that is growing as more multiplayer, internet based games are 

released. With this growing market comes a growing risk for the consumers. While games are 

being given more features that are unique, it is opening up possibilities for security risks. It is the 

people who play video games responsibility to stay informed, be aware, do research, and comply 

with a benevolent gaming social experience. Unfortunately, not all gamers want to have a safe 

and fun environment for all to enjoy. Some of these people want to create problems for the 

companies providing the gaming service, or people who enjoy the game. So, what practices can 

gamers use to minimize security risks for online gaming? 

Online gaming is when a person plays a video game over the internet or a computer 

network (Schurman). This can be accomplished through a personalized computer (PC), console, 

or even a mobile device. Back in the early 1990’s when most video games were on CD-ROMs 

and cartridges gaming was much simpler. The games were single player, or someone had to be 

physically in the room in order to play the multiplayer modes (Langshaw). Before the launch of 

the Xbox Live network in 2002 there had been many failed attempts to establish online gaming 

(Langshaw). Microsoft used the failed attempts of the companies before to set the key stone for 

the online gaming we know today (Langshaw). As the internet and its capabilities grow the risks 

associated with the growth also increase. 

 In today’s American society usage of the internet is common in everyday life. According 

to Eric J. Hayes, “—Many online gaming risks are similar to those computer users may have 

already encountered, but they may not have realized that the games pose another opportunity for 
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the compromise of their privacy or computer security” (Hayes). Some of the risks that Hayes is 

referring to are hackers, loss of personal and financial information, malware and other dangerous 

software, and predators (Hayes). Knowing these threats can help a user to stay aware, prevent 

future encounters, and be able to research possible solutions when already being under attack. A 

common threat for computer security for online gamers also plagues multi-billion dollar 

companies with their gaming servers; this threat is hacker groups.  

 Hacker groups are a large problem for the online gaming industry. Whether it be that they 

are denying access for gamers to play their games, or completely shutting down the game 

provider’s servers. The groups reasoning’s for their attacks are for small jokes just for laughs 

(“lulz”), according to Dave Smith and also Dean Takahashi in both their reports on separate 

hacker groups. But where does that end? If a hacker group decides to get serious with their 

attacks it is obvious they could access personal information. Each hacker group has their own 

reasons for the mischief that they unleash onto any network, not limited to the cause of gaming. 

 One hacker group in particular made a name for itself over a small amount of time; 

Lizard Squad. Lizard Squad was a black hat hacking group, meaning they were not hacking 

networks and finding vulnerabilities to help patch the security holes ("What’s a Blackhat 

Hacker?"). They were using their knowledge of hacking to terrorize users and gaming 

corporations. It is known that Lizard Squad took a lot of pride in their work, and wanted the 

world to know what they were planning to do. The media that they used to tell about the attacks, 

or “projects” as they called them, was Twitter. This particular hacker group itself used 

distributed denial-of-service attacks in a majority of its attacks on networks (“Lizard Squad”). 
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 A DDoS attack that Lizard Squad is most known for it their take down of Xbox Live and 

the Play Station Network on December 25th, 2014 (“Lizard Squad”). A DDoS attack is not 

necessarily “hacking” a network, it is still a threat used by hacking groups. Basically, a 

Distributed Denial of Service is when a server(s) is being encumbered with requests (Smith).  

Previously, on their Twitter account, Lizard Squad announced that after a small testing of their 

abilities to DDoS the Xbox Live network on December 1st, 2014 there would be another attack 

on the 25th (Sharif). The threat was confirmed the morning of the 25th when Xbox Live and also 

the Play Station Network were both inaccessible. Sadly, it was not Microsoft (Xbox Live) or 

Sony (Play Station Network) that got the hackers to stop their DDoS. Instead Kim Dotcom, 

founder of MegaUpload, contacted Lizard Squad to broker a deal for the release of the networks 

(Tassi).  

 While majority of hacker groups, whose attacks focus games and their servers, stay 

within the gaming environment some are known to venture into a more serious atmosphere. 

Lizard Squad is one of the groups that decided it wanted to cause more havoc in the real world. 

On March 8th, 2014 flight 370 of the Malaysia Airlines disappeared ("Missing Malaysia Plane 

MH370: What We Know"). It was this story that caught Lizard Squads attention and would be 

the bases for one of their attacks. In January of 2015 the hacker group took control of the 

Malaysia Airlines website (Arthur). Upon viewing the page a user was greeted with a black 

screen, red writing that said “404 – Plane Not Found”, credit for the hack, links to Lizard Squads 

social media pages, and a picture of a lizard in a top hat (Arthur). While this obviously was a 

joke that played off of the internets “Error 404 – Page Not Found” the subject of the mockery 
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was serious. Not only did it show the security vulnerabilities in the Malaysia Airlines website, 

but could also make customers of the airlines fearful of another possible tragedy. 

 Another well-known case in the gaming media where a hacker group was involved 

included a misfortunate video game streamer. A streamer is someone who plays video games for 

a living and gets paid to do it by the website they stream on. PhantomL0rd is the username of 

James Varga, a Twitch streamer that was targeted by a hacker group named DERP (Takahashi). 

At first, Varga was experiencing problems when he would try to play a game for his viewers to 

watch. With every game that he tried to play almost immediately it would be taken down due to 

a DDoS attack (Takahashi). Even though Varga understood that he was being targeted for DDoS 

attacks he did not stop trying to connect to games to play; this could be understood due to the 

fact that streaming is Varga’s job, and that stopping the stream would be like missing a day of 

work (Lien). None the less, the companies associated with the DDoS attack had to take their 

servers down in order to patch the vulnerabilities.  

 Unluckily for Varga, not only was he the main cause for the DDoS attacks on the servers 

of games, but he was also a victim of swatting. Swatting is a term that is used for describing a 

phone call to the police with a false report of a serious crime, like murder or hostage situations 

(Herrera). After spending the majority of the day trying to entertain his stream viewers, Varga 

received notification that police were at his house (Lien). It was not until after he had been 

cuffed, put in the back of a police car, and had his home searched that he was informed that there 

had been a, then confirmed false, report that he had hostages in his house (Takahashi). Varga 

commented after ordeal and admitting that the situation that he had to endure was frightening, 

“What can [the hacker] do to me? [The hacker] can destroy me. Honestly, if anyone decides they 
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want to get you, they can. My information is out there. [The hacker] released everything on the 

internet. How easy was that?” (Takahashi).  

 Though denial of service attacks are one of the most common and dangerous attacks to a 

company, they are not the only attacks that hackers use. Hiding viruses and spyware in game 

downloads is also a common method for unwanted security issues. Going to a third party website 

to download a game or extension of a game that is most likely pirated is not reliable and can lead 

to downloading malicious software ("LoL, Dota 2 and Other Game Servers”). Being prompted 

with free downloads or free sources of money for a game can also be a trick that strangers use to 

get gamers to download malicious software (Hayes). The threats that can attack one’s computer, 

network, consoles, and whole like are immense and new risks will continue to evolve. 

 So, what can a user do to avoid the hassles and pain of denial of service attacks, swatting, 

and unwanted software download? Some would say that the best way to avoid the risks on online 

gaming would be to not partake in the sport. Gamers consist of very smart and skilled people 

who either want to help the gaming industries or hurt them, and the same can be said on their 

feelings for the ones who play the games. Fighting against DDoS attacks is rather difficult. This 

is because DDoS attacks are usually against the gaming server itself, and users of the server are 

basically the middle-men taking the DDoS from the attacker, through the multiple user’s 

network, to the server (Strickland). The best way to help fight against DDoS would be to avoid 

being one of the middle-men to the gaming server. Again, the way to stop being the victim of a 

DDoS attack is difficult. When already being attacked one must find the source from which the 

attack is coming from and block it from their network, which could be difficult without the 

knowledge of knowing how (Carabott). 
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 Swatting and keeping personal information private is a security breach that a user can 

have more control over. A good practice is to not tell strangers personal information and keep a 

clean personal computer, or console.  Keeping a clean environment for one’s network helps to 

also protect against viruses, malware, and spyware. It is also in the user’s best interest to have an 

updated antivirus, strong passwords, be thoughtful with downloads, aware of presence while in 

games, never click links or download files from strangers, and patch gaming clients/software 

when advised (Hayes). Protecting oneself from malicious software also helps in keeping personal 

information private.  

 All security practices can be interrelated when keeping risks out of online gaming. 

Taking the extra steps and more time to confirm that one’s network is safe and reliable for online 

gaming is important. Without this reliability a person could suffer through being scammed out of 

money, the cause of attacks to larger companies, unwanted information being placed on the 

internet for everyone to see, and could be placed in much more serious situations. It just takes a 

little more effort of the user’s side to research security enhancements. While one the server 

providers side the user does not have as much of an impact, a user of a game can still report 

suspicious activity when confronted with it.  
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